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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Conversation Corps of the Local Voices Network!

W

elcome to this team of people committed to changing the way we talk and listen to each other,
to lifting up the voices of people not normally heard, and to making the most of the power of
human stories to connect and deepen understanding. Thank you for joining us, and for putting
your desire for a better democracy into action.

The Local Voices Network (LVN) is a collaboration between Madison Public Library, Cortico, the MIT Media
Lab’s Laboratory for Social Machines and a large and growing number of individuals and organizations in
the greater Madison area. While some parts of LVN have been piloted in other parts of the country, this
is our first implementation of the full public conversation network. This is an extraordinary opportunity
for our community to have our voices heard and to listen to one another. We’re excited to embark on this
experiment with you! Through our collective work, we can deepen our connections to each other, to our
local public officials, and we can lift up the experiences of the lives of a wide variety of people to the local
news media.
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LVN is designed around three core eﬀorts:

01
02
03

HOSTING IN-PERSON CONVERSATIONS

At the heart of LVN are people sharing their voices in locally relevant, inperson conversations that are organized, led, and recorded by YOU – trained Conversation
Corps Hosts and recruiters – from the community. Unlike the often shallow and divisive
discourse of social media, facilitated in-person conversation tends to be deeper, more
civil, and constructive. You, as Conversation Corps members, are vital to LVN. You will
make these conversations possible. Those who have volunteered to be recruiters will
organize small group discussions of 4-6 people in local gathering spots such as libraries,
community centers, and living rooms. Those of you who have volunteered to host these
discussions will guide participants in meaningful, in-depth conversation.

CONNECTING CONVERSATIONS DIGITALLY

At the center of these conversations, literally and figuratively, is a digital “Hearth.”
For every group, our Hosts will situate participants around this piece of electronic
hardware designed specifically for LVN. The Hearth records the conversations.
It also has an audio speaker, which enables Hosts to play curated speech highlights
from other groups’ conversations as prompts for the conversation at hand. Hosts
can connect one conversation to another via this “cross-pollination” of ideas.

ELEVATING VOICES INTO THE PUBLIC DIALOGUE

By prompting, collecting and then presenting in a searchable form conversations
across Madison, LVN provides a new, grounded way for citizens to understand and engage
with one another. But LVN is also a powerful way to amplify under-heard voices,
perspectives, and stories within the public dialogue for other Madison stakeholders
(journalists, city officials, political candidates, and researchers) who wish to better
understand the community’s concerns. Cortico has developed an AI-powered tool
that allows users to search through the aggregated LVN Madison conversations, listen
to audio snippets, and discover new perspectives.

Policy Makers
& Researchers

Journalists
LVN.org

Community-led
conversations
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WHAT IS THE CENTRAL MISSION OF LVN?
Our mission is to foster conversations in communities and in the media that improves our understanding
of one another. As we roll out LVN into other communities over time, we envision a country connected
through more constructive and empathic public dialogue.

What are the guiding values of LVN?
LVN is rooted in the following 5 core values:

Authentic Voices
We seek to surface real, unbiased perspectives and stories rooted in lived experience through inperson conversations. As an LVN Host you will take a lead in facilitating conversations that lie
at the heart of our entire effort.

Diverse Perspectives
We strive to reach all people and perspectives in order to successfully bridge divides and cultivate
understanding. We wish to include those who may sometimes not feel comfortable or welcome
to be heard.

Process Transparency
Because we prioritize trust and transparency, we give all user groups - hosts, recruiters, conversation
participants, and external partners - a window into our objectives, processes, and partners. People should
know who we are, what we do, and why we do it, and have transparent access into the details of our
methodology and technology.

Community-first Approach
A media environment that prioritizes national perspectives and politics is reinforcing divisive tribalism
within local communities. We need to reclaim space for local interests and voices in hopes of healing
divisions from the inside out.

Measurable Impact
We seek to drive tangible, measurable impact on the health of community relations and the issues that
impact day to day lives.

WHAT IS THE TIMELINE AND LONG-TERM PLAN FOR LVN?
LVN will hold Conversation Events in Madison throughout the city from January 22nd through the local
general election on April 2nd. We aim to continue with LVN into the future, to expand to other communities in Wisconsin, and eventually to build a network of LVNs across the country in time for the 2020 presidential election. By joining us for this important adventure, you may be helping to transform the nature
of democratic life across America.
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ROLES & PEOPLE

What should I expect to get out of my role as a
Conversation Corps member?

B

y volunteering to be a part of the Conversation Corps, you are putting your concerns about the
health of our democracy into action. Your role with LVN means that you are a leader here in
the greater Madison community in our collective attempt to reclaim our public conversation.
You are creating new opportunities to have constructive conversations that matter, lifting up
voices that are not typically amplified, enabling people to be heard, and encouraging us all to
listen to one another better. As a steward of civil, boundary-crossing conversations here in Madison, you
should expect to be recognized as a model of civic behavior of which our whole community can be proud.
You should expect to have rewarding interactions with similarly committed residents, including both
other Conversation Corps members and participants in the conversations, as well as neighbors, friends,
and coworkers who turn to you for insights on what LVN is all about.

What is expected of me as a Host?
If you have volunteered to be a Host, you are committing to facilitate a minimum of 3 small group (4-6
people) conversations between January 22nd and April 2nd. You are welcome to host more than three
conversations: The more the better!
As a Host, your role is to guide the conversations, make sure that everyone in the group has a chance to be
heard, and assist people in bringing their thoughts to the surface. Even though the participants may ask you
to share you own views, we ask that you stick to your role as a Host and not participate in the conversation.
You are very welcome to participate in other Conversation Events as a participant rather than as a Host.
LVN is focused on making use of the power of our stories to connect us to each other, and to also convey
information about the challenges and joys we face in our daily lives in a way no other information can.
Participants may want to start talking about national level issues, or news reports or studies they have read
or heard about. Whenever possible, guide the conversations back toward their own lived experiences. If
they veer toward a national-level issue, ask them to consider how that issue relates to their own lives here
in Madison.
Also, to bring out these stories, we encourage you to slow the conversation down, and allow long pauses as
people think about what they want to say.
We encourage all of you who have signed up to be hosts to also serve as recruiters by spreading the word
about LVN and encouraging people to sign up to participate in a conversation.
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What is expected of me as a Recruiter?

If you have volunteered to be a Recruiter, you are committing to recruit a minimum of 3 groups
of participants in small group conversations (4-6 people in each group). Many of you are
volunteering to be both Hosts and Recruiters. In that case, you can host the 3 conversations for
which you recruit participants. We encourage you to recruit as many participants as possible. If
this turns out to be more people than you can yourself Host, we will find other Hosts who can
hold a conversation for the people you’ve recruited.
LVN aims to engage a wide range of people in a broad public conversation network, including
people who are not normally a part of public conversations about our local affairs. We
will be most successful in engaging a wide range of perspectives if Recruiters put special
emphasis on reaching out to members of the community who do not normally attend civic
events. We encourage you to reach beyond your own social networks to invite members of
underrepresented groups to participate in Conversation Events. More info on recruiting is
below under “Organizing a Conversation Event.”

Who is eligible to participate?
All residents of the greater Madison area aged 18 and over who are not currently running for office are
welcome to participate. We want to have a trial run before we involve minors because we recognize
the sensitive nature of the data we are collecting. We recognize that when dealing with minors, there
ought to be an extra level of sensitivity to dealing with personal information. It is not necessary that
participants to speak English. We will try to match non-English speakers with Hosts who are fluent in the
language that participants are most comfortable speaking in. We ask Recruiters to identify such groups
as soon as possible so that we can translate the script and other materials into the appropriate language.

Will participant identities be kept confidential or be made public?
Although we will not collect and publish detailed personal information about LVN participants, similar
to calling in to a local talk radio show, participants should understand that their identity could later be
recognized by others who were not part of the conversation.
LVN is a public conversation network. Recordings of conversations will be made available for public
access and we expect excerpts of conversations to occasionally be quoted in newspapers, included in radio
and television broadcasts, and included in podcasts.
For these reasons, participants should understand that they may later be identified by some people who
listen to recordings of the conversations or read transcribed excerpts. This could happen because the
participant has a distinctive name (participants will be asked to state their first name in the introductions
section of the conversation), a distinctive voice or accent, or because they choose to share specific personal
details that naturally reveal their identity.
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Who are the people and organizations supporting the
Conversation Corps?
LVN was imagined by a team of concerned community members and technology builders out of shared
concern with the values mentioned above. It is being implemented in Madison in collaboration with many
individuals and organizations rooted here. The following people are the staff members behind LVN Madison:
Karen Crossley is your LVN Madison Administrator.
Kathy Cramer is the LVN Madison Lead.
Deb Roy is the Director of the Laboratory for Social Machines (LSM) and co-founder of Cortico.
David van Dokkum is the Product Manager of LVN.
Max Resnik is the Field Operations Coordinator for LVN.
They are supported by teams of people at Cortico and LSM. Cortico built and operates the technology that
powers LVN. LSM is a research lab based at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology that helps develop
new technologies that are deployed by Cortico, and helps Cortico analyze data that accumulates in the LVN
conversation archives. You can read more about them at:
https://www.cortico.ai/team/
https://www.media.mit.edu/groups/social-machines/team-members/
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ORGANIZING A
CONVERSATION
EVENT
There are several things you will need to do to hold a
Conversation Event. Here’s a checklist you as a Host can use to
make sure you take care of each thing.
Recruit 4-6 participants
Identify a date and time (allow for at least 4 hours, including Hearth pickup, space setup, 2 hours for the
conversation, space breakdown, and returning the Hearth to the library branch) for the Conversation
Event
Identify and reserve an appropriate meeting space
Confirm availability of your participants
Reserve a Hearth at a Madison Public Library branch using the instructions on page 20
Remind your conversation participants the date, time and location of the Conversation Event at least 24
hours in advance of the scheduled start time
Check out the Hearth from that library branch
Order and pick up refreshments (LVN Conversation Package) from Willy Street Co-op
Arrive at your designated meeting space at least 30 minutes before the scheduled start of your
conversation to set up space for the hearth, refreshments and conversation participants
Return the Hearth to the library branch from which you picked it up
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HOW DO I RECRUIT CONVERSATION PARTICIPANTS?
We are aiming to engage as wide a range of people in these conversations as possible. Please spread the
word through your own social networks, but think about what types of people in Madison do not normally
participate in public conversations about our local affairs. Reach out to such people by asking your friends
and acquaintances if they have contacts within such groups. You might also ask an alder who represents
an underheard part of the city for advice on whom you might contact.
Contact staff members at each of our 9 Madison Public Libraries who have agreed to be a contact for LVN.
They can brainstorm with you about groups and people whom you could recruit to participate. We are
deeply grateful to the Madison Public Libraries for partnering with us. Please keep in mind that our library
partners are busy with their full-time jobs and graciously are supporting LVN with enthusiasm to the extent
they are able.
Alicia Ashman -- Carra Davies, cdavies@madisonpubliclibrary.org, 608-824-1780
Central -- Martin Alvarado, malvarado@madisonpubliclibrary.org, 608-266-6350
Goodman South Madison -- Brianna Williams, bwilliams@madisonpubliclibrary.org, 608-266-6395
Hawthorne – Heidi Vargas, hvargas@madisonpubliclibrary.org, 608-246-4548
Lakeview -- Jamie Stanaway, jstanaway@madisonpubliclibrary.org, 608-246-4547
Meadowridge -- Amanda Geske, ageske@madisonpubliclibrary.org, 608-288-6160
Monroe Street -- Amy Schmidt aschmidt@madisonpubliclibrary.org, 608-266-6390
Pinney -- Sarah Lawton, slawton@madisonpubliclibrary.org, 608-244-7103 * Pinney branch re-opened at
its temporary location at 211 Cottage Grove Road (formerly Ace Hardware).
Sequoya -- Christina Jones, cjones@madisonpubliclibrary.org, 608-266-6385
Potential Affinity Groups and Contacts for recruiting LVN participants, suggested by library staff:
Alicia Ashman: Coffee with a Cop, local alder who conducts office hours at the library
Central: Downtown Madison Inc (DMI), Starting Block, 100 State, Madison College - Downtown
Goodman South Madison: Centro Hispano, Catholic Multicultural Center, Madison Urban Ministry (MUM),
Nehemiah - Center for Urban Leadership Development, Mt. Zion Baptist Church, Urban League
Hawthorne: Salvation Army, Goodman Community Center, East Madison Community Center, Mothers of
Worthington, Joining Forces for Families (JFF), East Point Apartments, Public Health Madison Dane County
Office & Clinic, East Washington Business District, Hawthorne Elementary “Community” School
Lakeview: Vera Court Neighborhood Center, Kennedy Heights Community Center, Warner Park Community
Center, Northside Planning Council, North/Eastside Senior Coalition (NESCO), Northside Navigators,
Northside Early Childhood Zone, Northside Circles, Sherman Avenue United Methodist Church, Mendota
Elementary “Community” School, Lakeview Elementary “Community” School, Madison College - Truax
Meadowridge: Meadowridge Community Center
Monroe Street; Monroe Street Merchants Association, Temple Beth El, book clubs
Pinney: Neighborhood Associations - Eastmoreland, Lake Edge, Elvehjem, Lake Edge Lutheran Church, YMCA/
MSCR, Southeast Community Network, Life Center of Madison, Bridge Lakepoint Waunona Neighborhood Center
Sequoya: Leopold Elementary “Community” School
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If you are hosting a Conversation Event for which you did not
recruit the participants:
The LVN team will, depending on levels of interest, connect you with community members who are interested
in participating in a conversation. Participants will be assigned to Hosts based on shared neighborhoods.

Should the participants in a Conversation Event know one another?
We encourage you to tap into existing groups of people, such as friendship groups, who know each other
through their place of worship or a nonprofit organization they are involved in. We are hoping that the
participants share a level of familiarity and trust that enables them to launch right into conversation. We
recognize that this means that most of the groups will be made up of people who are similar to one another.
This is by design, so that people feel comfortable sharing their views, and then have the opportunity to
listen to the views expressed in other groups through the sharing of highlights during the conversation,
and through logging into lvn.org.
Although our recommendation is that the participants know one another, we welcome you to go beyond
your own networks and invite in people with whom you are not familiar. We also invite you to organize
conversations among people who are different from one another, in whatever ways you find important,
if you are comfortable doing so. You might also consider co-hosting a conversation with another Host, to
which you each invite several participants.

What is the ideal group size for these conversations?
We are aiming for conversations of 4 to 6 people, plus the Host. That size has proven to allow ample time for
everyone to share their thoughts, based on our trial runs. If you find the opportunity to host a conversation
with fewer or more participants, we leave that decision in your hands.

Will there be funding to support transportation? Child care?
If transportation costs or childcare needs are making it difficult for someone to participate, please let us
know and we will try our best to help. (Send a message to support@lvn.org.)

What about accommodating people with accessibility issues?
The Hearth is portable, so please assure people with mobility issues that their voices are valued and we will
schedule conversations in places they can access. You can schedule Conversation Events at their home, or
at an accessible location such as one of our public libraries.

What about accommodating non-speaking people?
If you encounter a person who wishes to participate, but is unable to speak, please encourage them to
participate with a surrogate who can speak on their behalf. If possible, have them write (or type) out their
thoughts and have their surrogate read them aloud for the group.
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IN WHAT TYPES OF SETTINGS SHOULD THE
CONVERSATION EVENTS TAKE PLACE?

Conversation Events should take place in settings in which the participants will feel comfortable and
safe. If one or more participants have accessibility needs, or the accessibility needs of participants
are unknown, the location should accommodate those needs. The room should be small, and quiet
enough to be able to hear each member’s voice, to ensure a high-quality recording. It should have a
table and enough chairs or other seating for each of the participants and the Host. Some examples
of spaces that would work well are a kitchen or dining area in a private home, or a meeting room at
a community center or public library.
If the participants wish to meet at a branch of the Madison Public Library they should contact the
staff member at the appropriate branch, listed above.

How do I register participants for a Conversation Event?
Participants do not need to register for a Conversation Event. To spread the word, recruiters can share the
form at the LVN website, LVN.org, with participants: https://lvn.org/madison/. LVN staff will then connect
interested participants to conversation hosts.

Is there a master calendar that I can access that shows all
scheduled Conversation Events, showing date/time/location/Host?
We aim to keep conversations to intimate groups of 4-6 people. Conversations Events will be kept private
to Hosts, participants and the LVN team.

How do I set the date, time, and location for Conversation Events?
If you are a recruiter, please direct people you recruit to fill out a Google Form at https://lvn.org/madison/.
That information will be shared with conversation Hosts based on common neighborhoods. Hosts will,
after securing a location, confirm with participants at least 24 hours in advance of the scheduled start time.

Can I hold a Conversation Event outside the official City of
Madison boundaries?
Conversation Events can be held anywhere within the Greater Madison area. This initial trial of LVN is
focused on Madison, with the goal of extending out into other parts of Wisconsin and across the United
States. For the time being, we ask that the conversations focus on the Madison community, broadly defined.
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(Optional) Arranging snacks and beverages at Conversation Events
Contact Willy Street Co-op via email and request an LVN Conversation Package from Bill Pohlman (phone:
608-237-1201 or email: catering@willystreet.coop). You must be a registered host in order to request
packages. Orders must be placed at least 48 hours in advance of Conversation Events and picked up at one
of the Willy Street Co-op locations (East, West, or North).
Consult www.willystreet.coop/ for details about locations and hours. LVN Conversation Packages are
pre-assembled and paid for by LVN Madison. They consist of: coffee & tea, sparkling water, brownies
and trail mix for 10 individuals. For each LVN Conversation Package request, please include the following
information: your name and contact info (email, phone, address), pick up date, time, and location.
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USING THE HEARTH
AND WEBSITE
Using the Hearth

The Hearth is a wooden, internet-connected audio recording
and playback device developed and manufactured by
Cortico. It is about the size of a medium pizza (13” in
diameter) and comes with an iPhone controller (used to
control the recorder), a wooden stand for the phone, and
charging cables. The Madison pilot is our first field test of
the Hearth, and there may be some kinks to work out in the
manufacturing process. Please treat each Hearth with care
and keep it in its case when not in use.
There is an on/off button on the bottom of the Hearth.
Note - this is not the “master switch”, which you should not
use. Please turn the unit on, then place it on a flat surface.

Pictured above (top to bottom): The Hearth
and the Host’s iPhone controller; the Hearth
will have an green glow when the Hearth on
but not recording; the Hearth will have an
orange glow when the Hearth is recording.
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Hearth Status: Color Indicators
Pulsing Blue: Turning On
Flashing Green: Processing or Uploading Recording
Green: Ready to Record
Orange: Recording or Playing Audio
Pulsing Red: Error
Please wait a moment for the unit to turn on. When the Hearth is turning on you’ll see a pulsing
blue light underneath the Hearth. When you see the green glow underneath the Hearth, it is fully
powered on and ready to be used.

Using the Hearth App
The Hearth is operated by its accompanying iPhone. Please open the LVN Hearth app.

LVN Hearth App

Sign-In Screen with User List

Settings Tab

You should see a Sign In screen with a list of users. To login, simply select your name from the list. If you
don’t see this screen, the previous user of the Hearth may have forgotten to sign out. To sign out of their
session, click on Settings and then Sign Out.
If your name is not on the list, please use the “Guest” account and email help@lvn.org in order to ensure
that your name is added to the list.
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Main Recording Screen

“Currently Recording”

Highlights Screen

History Tab

Screen and “Tap to
Finish” Button

Once signed in, you’ll see the main recording screen.
Tap the record button to begin recording. The glow underneath the Hearth will change from green to
orange to confirm that the device is now recording audio.
Highlights are audio clips from previous conversations that have been recorded across Madison that you
can play during a session to cross-pollinate disparate voices and perspectives into your conversation.
Clicking on the Highlights button will open the list of available clips (this list is shared by all hosts and can
be edited on LVN.org). To play a highlight, click on it while recording. You can also preview highlights prior
to beginning a recording session directly from the main screen.
When a conversation is over, click on the “Tap Again to Finish” button. The system will ask you to confirm
that the conversation is over, just to be extra sure! Once again, the glow underneath the Hearth will change
back to green to confirm that the conversation has been successfully completed and saved to the device,
and that the Hearth is ready for its next conversation.
Clicking into the History tab (bottom center) will display a list of conversations that have been recorded
recently on this Hearth. To preview a recording, simply click on it. It will stop playing when you switch back
to the Record view (center left tab).
When the conversation is over and you are ready to pack up and leave, please turn off the Hearth using
the on/off button on the bottom of the unit. Once off, please place the Hearth, phone, and other materials
back in the case for transport.
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How do I get a Hearth?
Reserve a Hearth at a Madison Public Library branch using one of the calendars on the LVN Host Resources
website: www.lvn.org/madison/host-resources/. Click on a Purple Madison Public Library name below the
map to reserve a Hearth.
The Madison Public Library branches you can reserve Hearths at are: Alicia Ashman, Central, Goodman
South Madison, Hawthorne, Lakeview, Meadowridge, Monroe Street, Pinney, and Sequoya.

Using Reservation Calendars
1. Click on the calendar link for the branch from which you
would like to reserve a hearth.
2. You will see available time slots.
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Appointment Booking Screen

3. Click on the time slot you would like to reserve and enter in the information
4. If you need additional time please indicate your preferred return time when reserving your
time slot
5. The LVN field operations coordinator will follow up if there are conflicts

Checking out a Hearth from the library
Once you have reserved a Hearth at at particular Madison Public Library branch, take your MPL library card
to the circulation desk at that branch. Identify yourself as a member of the LVN Conversation Corps, and
ask to check out a Hearth. The librarian at the desk will verify that you are a part of the CC, scan the Hearth
barcode, and give the Hearth in its carrying case to you. Return it to that library as soon as you are able
after your Conversation Event.
It is very important that you reserve a Hearth ahead of time and return it during the time for which you’ve
reserved it. We are not asking the library staff to sort out conflicts when two Hosts wish to check out a
Hearth at the same time. Please contact LVN staff if you have difficulties checking out a Hearth during the
time for which you have reserved it.

What’s in the Hearth case?
The following materials should be contained in the Hearth carrying case:
•
•
•
•
•
•

One (1) Hearth
One (1) iPhone controller to control the Hearth
One (1) Wooden stand to hold it during conversations
Seven (7) Laminated double-sided info sheets containing ground rules, values, basic info on LVN and a
link to the post-event feedback form at http://bit.ly/MadisonParticipantSurvey
One (1) Laminated copy of the sample script
Several Sign-up sheets for gathering names and emails (or phone numbers)
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Using the LVN Website
LVN.org contains information about LVN and the Madison project and allow prospective conversation
participants to sign up for a session. In the top corner of the website there is a “Sign In” button for Hosts
and participants who have been granted access to the conversation data. You can also go directly to the
conversation explorer by navigating to app.lvn.org.
Upon signing in, Hosts will see a list of recent conversations along with some curated highlights from those
conversations.

LVN.org (Signed-in) Home Page

Hosts can access all of the Madison conversations.
Clicking into a conversation will bring you to the conversation detail page, which allows you to listen to a
conversation, read the transcript, explore top terms, search for words or phrases, and create new highlights.

Conversation Details
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To create a new highlight, simply highlight (with your cursor) any portion of the transcript text. Then, click
on the “Create Highlight” button, write a quick blurb about what you found interesting about this highlight,
and click “Save New Highlight.” You can optionally make it private so it is not viewable to all users of the
platform.

Creating a Highlight

In the highlight management screen you’ll be able to select highlights to send to the Hearth for playback
during your conversations. Note that highlights are only synced to the Hearth in the evenings while being
stored at the library. This means that any highlights you’d like to use in your conversations should be
synced to the Hearth the day before you intend to hold your conversation.

Highlight Management Screen
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THE CONVERSATION

During a Conversation Event, your tasks as a host fall into three main buckets: pre-conversation, during the
conversation, and post-conversation tasks.

Before the Conversation Event
Please make sure that you have a Hearth and refreshments with you (see “Organizing a Conversation,”
above). We also suggest that you bring this Handbook along. Arrive at the location of your conversation
at least 30 minutes early, so that you can set up the Hearth, refreshments, arrange seating appropriately,
and greet the participants. If some of the people signed up to take part in the conversation do not show
up, please hold the Conversation Event anyway. Those who have shown have set aside time and shown
commitment to LVN, and we would like to honor that.
If you are unable to get the Hearth to operate, please record the conversation using the “Voice Memos”
app on an iPhone or “Voice Recorder” on Android. After the event, please email help@lvn.org to let us
know of the malfunction and we will arrange to obtain the recording from your phone.

During the Conversation Event
Full instructions for carrying out the conversation are in the Conversation Script, which is in the Appendix
of this Handbook.

After the Conversation Event
There are 4 tasks you will need to complete at the end of your conversation.
1. Thank the participants!
2. Gather contact information. At the end of the conversation, please let the participants know that
we encourage them to provide feedback about LVN, including their specific conversation and Host.
They can do so by leaving a contact email on the contact sign-up list. That will allow them to gain
access to the recording of their conversation, information about the project as it progresses, and a way
to submit their feedback and get in touch with the organizers. Please send collected contact info to
help@lvn.org, either as a smart-phone snapshot of the paper list, or typed into an email. Participants
will be emailed this feedback form at http://bit.ly/MadisonParticipantSurvey, which will gather feedback
and demographic data (the demographic data will be kept separate from the feedback data). This data
will help the LVN team focus its recruiting efforts on groups not represented in LVN, and improve LVN
procedures. Any updates will be sent to the LVN Madison Google Group.
3. Return the Hearth to the library from which you checked it out, during regular library hours (not
through the after-hours return slot). This will allow the Hearth to be recharged and the data from
your conversation to be uploaded to the cloud.
4. Curation. It will take about 2-3 days for your conversation to be available on LVN.org, and you’ll receive
an email notifying you when it is accessible. You’re encouraged to highlight memorable moments from
your conversation on LVN.org as soon as possible.
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THE ROLE OF A
CONVERSATION
CORPS HOST

As a Conversation Corps Host, you will be creating a respectful environment for others to share their
personal stories and to listen to each other. These conversations are intended to create an opportunity for
participants to interact and to learn from each other. LVN is specifically focused on making use of the power
of our personal stories to connect us to each other, and to also convey information about the challenges
and joys we face in our daily lives in a way no other information can. How we interact with participants
influences their trust and their willingness to fully participate.
The function of a Host is to facilitate both content and process.
Content facilitation includes clarifying confusing statements, identifying themes or common threads in
a discussion, summarizing and organizing the ideas put forth, and testing the climate by expressing the
direction and decisions that appear to emerge from the group process. These functions focus on what the
group is talking about.
Process facilitation, on the other hand, relate to how the group is working. They include making sure that
everyone gets a chance to participate, pointing out feelings that arise in the conversation, and helping
others express and deal with conflict or confusion that arise during the conversation. Content and process
are both vital and basic elements to achieving the group’s purpose.
Guiding a group well calls for careful observation and attention. In addition to listening closely to what
people are saying, the facilitator should watch the participants’ faces and posture for non-verbal clues
about how the process is working. Eye contact can be used to acknowledge people’s wishes to speak and
to let them know their ideas are being heard. When facilitating and guiding these conversations, you must
be fully present.
The Host should also abstain from participation in the discussions, except for the first warm-up
question. Good facilitation is hard work, and it is not possible to attend to the group’s dynamics and needs
as well as to your own personal wish to urge a particular point. A little distance is important for keeping the
whole picture in view and to Host the group towards its goals.
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LVN Hosts should also encourage a focus on the lived experience of the people in the group
whenever possible. While we know there are many concerns at the national, international, and global
level, the purpose of these conversations is to talk about things that relate to the experience of people
in this community. When people start discussing national level issues, Hosts should encourage people to
talk about how those issues are related to their daily lives here in Madison. For example, if participants
start talking about their like or dislike for President Donald Trump, ask them them to reflect on how the
president’s or administration’s behavior relates to something that they have directly experienced in their
own lives.
The role of a Host is very different from that of a teacher or educator. Rather than giving information or
giving your opinion, your role is to ask questions that help group members share their reflections, feelings
and experiences. At times, you may relate to what someone has said and share a bit about yourself to make
a connection; however, what is most important is that the group members dialogue with their peers.
Your role is to try to include as many voices in the dialogue as possible, and to help them share the air
time equitably. So, if 1-2 members talk more frequently or for longer periods of time, your role will be to
encourage others to join the conversation, by either relating to what’s been said or sharing a differing or new
perspective. The following prompts usually help folks get engaged in a dialogue after someone has spoken:
•
•
•
•
•

How do others relate to what’s been said?
Who has a similar experience? Can you say more…
I’d like some new voices in as we talk about this further…
I can relate to what you’re feeling…anyone else?
I appreciate what you’re saying…anyone have a different perspective or something else to add?

As a Conversation Corps Host, please do:
•

Encourage personal stories relevant to public or shared concerns

•

Foster a local focus

•

Listen attentively

•

Use personal stories only for a specific purpose (e.g., to model the level of vulnerability you are
hoping for from participants, or to bring an otherwise unheard/unknown perspective to the
group)

•

Understand and show openness to multiple perspectives

•

Question and explore

•

Show respect for everyone

•

Communicate clearly

•

Observe non-verbal communication

•

Guide conversation back to focus

•

Coach and guide conversation without dictating
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(Cont.) As a Conversation Corps Host, please do:
•

Recognize and encourage different types of participation—including silence

•

Maintain confidentiality as appropriate

•

Make sure that everyone who wants to speak has an opportunity

•

Be prepared and present. If you are feeling “off,” that will reflect on the tone of the group

When serving as a Conversation Corps Host, please avoid:
•

Interrupting or cutting people off

•

Singling people out

•

Ask someone to speak for one of their group identities

•

Shutting down participation

•

Allowing any intolerant speech

•

Forgetting the role of the Host

•

Assuming a teaching or counseling role

•

Assuming a teaching, lecturing or counseling role

•

Appearing judgmental

•

Losing track of time and getting sidetracked

•

Doing much of the talking/talking about yourself

•

Shifting gears without transition or explanation

•

Forcing someone to speak when they do not want to

•

Sharing the specific individuals’ names affiliated with stories in your Conversation Event outside
of the group. Keep in mind the Hearth technology and conversation only records the shared first
names of participants, to help participants retain a level of anonymity.

Setting the Tone:
The way we begin a conversation is critical to creating an environment where people can fully participate.
At the beginning of each conversation, there are three things we want to start with every time:
1. Let participants know what they can expect from the time together in terms of timing, conversation
flow, your role, and their role.
2. Share the LVN Values and let folks know that we are hoping the spirit of all conversations will be
grounded in these values.
3. Share recommended conversation agreements and get consensus. At the beginning of each session,
share the agreements and ask: “Are there any of these agreements that you aren’t comfortable with?
Are there any that you want to add to the list?”
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Agreements
Agreements are not intended to restrict participation, but are used as a means to promoting the fullest
participation from as many people as possible. They help participants support each other in maintaining
the safety and trust that comes from respecting each other’s worth. Reminding them of this puts primary
responsibility for creating safety squarely on each individual’s shoulders—where it belongs.
Agreements are intended to:
•

Create trust in the group by promoting honesty.

•

Clarify assumptions about how we want to behave and be treated by others.

•

Develop a space where open and clear communication will occur.

•

Help participants take responsibility for how they act toward each other.

LVN Values and Conversation Agreements:
LVN’s five core values:
•

Authentic Voices

•

Diverse Perspectives

•

Community-first Approach

•

Transparent Action

•

Measurable Impact

LVN Conversation Agreements:
•

Turn off all devices (including cell phones and smart watches)

•

Speak for yourself & out of your own experiences

•

Allow others to speak for themselves

•

Share the time - allow others to finish speaking, take turns

•

Stay curious - ask honest questions

•

Pause - take time for reflection

•

Listen generously - assume good intentions while recognizing the impact you have on others

•

Honor time limits
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SKILLS AND STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVELY
HOSTING CONVERSATIONS
Active Listening
Active listening is an essential tool for good facilitation. Active listening involves facing the person who is
speaking and making eye contact, nodding, and delivering other verbal cues to show you are listening and
to indicate that the speaker should keep sharing. This is how Hosts can show they are listening without speaking.

Clarifying and Re-phrasing
The Host may act as a translator if participants are not being understood. This skill may be called for if
participants are talking past each other, not understanding each other’s points, and/or if feelings are rising
as the miscommunication continues. One other possibility in such situations is to rephrase the difficult
points. Be sure to check your interpretation with the speaker for accuracy.
Reflective Listening can also be employed as a strategy to gain clarity if two participants are perhaps
misunderstanding one another. When using reflective listening, the Host repeats back in their own words
what they have understood in a concise, condensed form, highlighting the main points. Hosts use phrases
like: “So what I am hearing you say is…” “I heard...is that correct,” “Let me see if I understand.” Always follow
these statement asking the participant if you got it right.
Hosts can also ask for more information, using open-ended questions, to gain clarity. Asking clarifying
questions helps the group gain a deeper understanding and encourages the speaker to explore the
situation. Hosts who are asking clarifying questions will use phrases such as, “What does that mean?” “Tell
us more about that” How did that make you feel?” Be careful not to ask questions to which you already
know the answer because people may feel trapped. Avoid using “why” questions—people may feel that
they have to justify themselves—”why” questions can usually be replaced by “how” questions.

Monitoring and Encouraging Equitable Participation
The Host should be aware of who is speaking repeatedly and who is not speaking at all, in order to help balance
participation. Some members may speak more or less than others for a variety of reasons: the interest and
involvement in the subject, their knowledge of the issues, and their comfort level speaking in groups. A variety of
techniques are available for Hosts to use in equalizing full involvement of all members in discussion. If you have
a group where this is a challenging dynamic, you can remind people of the conversation agreements or you can
take turns responding to questions (participants are still able to pass).

Timing
As the Host, people will be looking to you for cues about timing. Develop a strategy that will allow you to
keep track of the time so you can move on to the next question at a natural conversation point. Additionally,
be clear on what is an essential part of the conversation, so you can move more quickly through less
substantive questions if you have a particularly talkative and comfortable group.
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Creating Transitions
Transitioning from one speaker to another is an art form. It requires a Host to have a sensitive ear and eye,
as well as an ability to listen to the subtle connections within a communication. Be aware of the similarities
between the various speakers, and summarize what is being said - and what may not be being said. Make
connections between one participant and the next, or between one prompt and the next. When possible,
use something a participant says to lead into the next question.

Hold Space for Discomfort & Lean into Conversations about Race
We anticipate that if we are effectively fostering the type of environment and conversations that we hope to
create through LVN, people will share their honest concerns about some of the more troubling concerns in
the city of Madison. Given the severity of our racial disparities, we expect that race may be a frequent topic
in these conversations. Conversation Hosts should be comfortable holding space for these conversations
so people can fully share their experiences. If your inclination would normally be to avoid talking about
race or to change the subject when race comes up, we would like to encourage you to challenge yourself
to develop the skills and the comfort level necessary to allow for full and robust conversations about race.
We will be sharing more tools and strategies related to this during the facilitator meetings throughout the
project, and we invite your questions and examples of how this comes up as we begin to host conversations.

Manage Your Own Emotions and Reactions
As a Host, one of the main functions is to create a space for sharing multiple viewpoints and perspectives.
When we are effectively playing that role, it is inherent that we will hear statements or comments with
which we do not agree. Some of those statements or comments may even lead to sparking feelings of
unexpected anger or a surprisingly strong intensity of feelings, or a feeling of being triggered. In moments
like this, some common reactions include:
•
•
•

Feelings disoriented and distracted from the flow of the discussion and the planned agenda: “stopped
in their tracks”
Feeling out of control and overwhelmed by the situation
Requiring extra effort to manage the situation effectively

As a Host, you are encouraged to be self-reflective, and to consider what viewpoints or behaviors trigger
you into these less effective states. Before you begin hosting conversations, develop some clarity about
your own triggers and some strategies that help you remain present and able to effectively hold space for
robust conversation. This will also likely be a topic for ongoing reflection as the project gets underway.

PANNING *
Just as a movie camera “pans” the environment to see the whole picture, we need to continuously PAN all
around us, and within us, as we guide conversations.
Some guidelines for using the skill of “PANNING: PAY ATTENTION NOW”
• Intentionally observe and notice behaviors, comments, feelings, patterns of treatment
• PAN the specific details and facts of what you see, feel, hear
• Describe what you PAN without any assumptions, interpretations, conclusions, or prejudgments
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•
•

Notice the group memberships of people involved as you PAN, and describe the group memberships if
this information is useful to the discussion
AVOID falling into the trap of making a snap judgement - creating a “story” about what you see

* Adapted from materials developed by Elsie Y. Cross Associates, Inc. 1994 Delyte Frost, et al, and Kathy
Obear, kathy@drkathyobear.com, www.drkathyobear.com

PAIR: EFFECTIVE DIALOGUE SKILLS*
P: PAN the environment, yourself
A: ASK questions to explore
I: INTERRUPT the process
R: RELATE to others, their comments

P: PAN the environment and yourself; describe what you notice or engage others
based on what you see (Pay Attention Now)
•
•
•
•
•
•

I’m noticing I’m feeling...anyone else?
I noticed how quiet everyone got; I’m wondering what is going on for folks?
It seems some people were impacted by that statement, am I right?
I’m noticing you’re speaking with a lot of energy and emotion…
I’m noticing that people get interrupted as they try to share...
You seemed to have a reaction to what was just said...

A: ASK about the specifics behind the person’s comment or behavior
•
•
•
•
•

Could you say more about that…Tell me more...
Can you give us an example of what you’re saying…
Can you help me understand what your intent was when you said...
Can you give me some background on this situation...
How were you impacted when....What were you feeling when...

I: INTERRUPT unproductive dynamics
•
•
•
•

Let’s slow down the conversation and talk about what just happened…
I’m going to interrupt and try a different approach to this conversation…
We are not engaging according to our group agreements....
Let’s take a breath…

R: RELATE to the person or their comment/behavior
•
•
•
•

I relate to what you’re saying…
I remember a time when I...I did the same thing...
How do others relate to that comment?
What you’re saying seems to relate to what so-and-so just said…

* PAIR model was developed by Kathy Obear, www.drkathyobear.com, kathy@drkathyobear.com
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Engaging Skills

Examples/Descriptions

Ask the person for more

•

Can you tell me more...

information ~ seek to

•

Can you give me an example...

understand

•

Can you give me some background on this situation...

•

What do you mean when you say…

•

Help me understand what you disagree with…find frustating...

•

Help me understand how you came to that conclusion?

•

What were you feeling when…?

•

What’s your perspective?

•

What led you to that conclusion?

•

So you’re saying that...

•

So you feel that...

•

So you think that…

•

Are you saying that…

•

So from your perspective…

•

Help me understand your intent when you…

•

What had you wanted to communicate with your comment?

•

What was your intended outcome?

•

What is underneath your comment/question?

•

I notice you had a reaction to what I just said...

•

I don’t believe she was finished with her comment…

•

I notice you just got very quiet...looked away…shook your head…

•

I’m noticing your tone of voice…

•

I’m noticing your body language…

•

It seems --- had an impact on you...

•

How did that impact you?

•

What were you feeling when…

•

I hear that you feel...

•

I can see that from your perspective you think…

•

I’d probably feel ____, too...

•

What do you think we can do?

•

What do you see as the next steps?

•

One thought could be to…what do you think?

•

Might it be possible to…

•

This is what I suggest we do…

•

I want to…I need…

•

Summarize the dialogue without stating opinions or judging the dialogue.

•

So we’ve discussed...we agreed to…

Paraphrase the person’s
comments

Explore their INTENT

TRACK/PAN the person’s
body language, tone,
and comments

Explore the IMPACT on
them

Acknowledge and
validate their points as
much as possible
Explore possible
solutions

State your desired
outcome
Summarize the dialogue

Developed by Kathy Obear, www.drkathyobear.com, kathy@drkathyobear.com
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COMMUNITY
RESOURCES
Message board
Using the email you provided, we have added you to a Google Group for the Madison chapter of LVN. We
will be posting periodic updates and news items here, which you can also receive as emails by adjusting the
settings within the message board. That space is yours for discussing challenges and triumphs experienced
during conversations. If there is an alternative email you would prefer to use, please email max@lvn.org
and he will update your name in the system.

Weekly Zoom call
Once a week, on Tuesdays, 6pm-7pm, Kathy Cramer and Karen Crossley will host a call on the internetbased platform “Zoom” that you can choose to participate in. During the call, you can ask questions, share
successes, and hear updates from the network operators and each other. These calls will begin on January
22nd and run through March 26th. You will be able to access recordings of these calls if you can’t participate
in real time. Go to https://zoom.us/j/2985442763 to log into these calls. If this is your first time using Zoom,
you will be directed to download the software to enable you to participate.

Monthly meet-ups
Once a month on Sunday afternoons we will gather for in-person meet-ups (dates, times and locations are
below under “Key Dates”). These will be a chance to hear updates, share lessons learned and successes,
and to get to know and support one another.

Who are my LVN contacts and who do I contact for which issues?
Urgent LVN support: Call or text (608) 618-0392. Please use this number sparingly, in cases where you
need immediate assistance - i.e., if you are having issues with a Hearth while you host a conversation.
All other LVN support inquiries: Email help@lvn.org. This email is supported by multiple people and we
will aim to get you a response as quickly as possible.
Logistics of scheduling, executing Conversation Event in Madison: Karen Crossley, karen@lvn.org
General operations of LVN in Madison: Max Resnik, max@lvn.org
Origins, motivation, purpose, and long term goals of LVN in Madison: Kathy Cramer, kathy@lvn.org
General questions about the long term goals of LVN across the nation, or about Cortico, hello@lvn.org
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APPENDIX
CONVERSATION SCRIPT

The Local Voices Network (LVN) script was developed by the Cortico and MIT teams in collaboration with
Essential Partners (https://www.whatisessential.org/), a non-profit organization with expertise in facilitating
constructive dialogue. Over the course of several months we tested and continuously revised the script
based on a series of group conversations held around the greater Boston area and Madison. After each
recorded conversation, our team debriefed on what was working and what needed adjusting in order to
better achieve our objective of surfacing authentic voices and perspectives grounded in lived experience.

Local Voices Network (LVN) Madison Host Script
Conversations should be planned for 4-6 people and 90 minutes of conversation with an additional 30
minutes for pre-meeting and post meeting settling in and exiting. Total time is 120 minutes.

Instructions for Speakers

Script

Pre-Meeting Greeting
(15 min ahead of posted meeting
time)
Gather with people who arrive
early to introduce yourself, make
people comfortable and pass
out the info form. This allows
people to get settled and feel
supported in a structure for the
conversation and relationship
building.

Start Recording
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Welcome, Introduction of
Purpose & Housekeeping
(5 min)

Welcome to this conversation of the Local Voices Network, also called LVN. We
are grateful that you decided to join us!
There are three main purposes for this conversation: First, we want to create
a new space for community members to listen and learn about each other’s
lives. Second, we want to connect across groups and build our relationships
with one another. Third, we want to create a unique listening channel through
which we will lift up the voices and needs of the community to candidates,
local policy makers, and members of the media.
This conversation will be recorded, transcribed and added to a growing
collection of similar conversations. We’ll be making the recordings available
to journalists, public officials, researchers and other participants and
partners in the project, with the goal of eventually making them accessible
to the general public. As a participant in this conversation, you are providing
consent to Cortico and LVN to use the recording in accordance with their
mission of fostering conversations in communities and in the media that
improves our understanding of one another.
This a public conversation and portions of it may appear in a local newspaper
or be broadcast on a local radio station, so please don’t say anything that you
wouldn’t want heard by the general public.

Please go around the group

If you understand and agree to this, please say “I agree.” If you’d prefer
not to participate under these conditions, we sincerely thank you for your
time and kindly ask that you leave the room at this point.

and have each person
acknowledge this. It’s kind of
like acknowledging that you are
sitting in the emergency exit
row on an airplane.

If you’d like to listen to some of the other discussions that are happening
around the city, we’ll ask you to provide your contact information at the end
of this session. This is totally optional, and if you do provide your information
it will be kept confidential and will not be tied in any way to today’s recording.
We want to make sure that everyone gets a chance both to share and to learn
from others in this conversation, and to support those goals we have a few
guidelines for our conversation. They’re also on your handout.

Take a moment to look at each
person. Head nods are fine.

1. Turn off all devices (including cell phones and smart watches)
2. Speak for yourself and out of your own experiences
3. Allow others to speak for themselves
4. Share the time - allow others to finish speaking, take turns
5. Stay curious - ask honest questions
6. Pause - take time for reflection
7. Listen generously - assume good intentions while acknowledging and
attending to impact
8. Be aware that even well-intentioned comments may be hurtful to
others in the group
9. Honor time limits
Is everyone on board with these guidelines?
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Connecting Questions

We want to do a quick go around of introductions. Please share just your

(5 minutes)

first name – so that we can create a space that is different from the
anonymity of so much of our online communication. In addition to your first
name, please share:
...a little bit of background info about who you are, like where you live, or

Hosts, please share your

what you do and

thoughts on these two
questions, too, after you read

...a value that is important to you and how it is related to what brought you

the instructions to establish or

here today.

further your connections with
the group. And please model a

[Optional]: Please also share your gender pronouns if you are comfortable

brief response!

doing so.
We ask that you try to limit your speaking to 2-3 sentences – aiming for 30
seconds or so.

Story For Starters

The next thing we would like to do is invite you to share a little bit about your

(12-15 min)

background. Take a minute and think of a story you could tell us about your
childhood that has shaped who you are today.

Pause. Hold the space and
allow people some quiet time
to think before sharing. If you’d
like to break the silence...
Again, please tell us about one story from your childhood that has shaped
Make clear this is optional -

who you are today. We will go around one at a time to share our stories.

individuals in the group may

Please remember that this is being recorded, so we ask that you not use the

opt out of the storytelling

names of other people when telling your stories.

question out if they wish.
Please give everyone a chance
to answer this, even if it is to
say they prefer not to respond.
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Community Focused

We want to move on to conversations about your hopes and concerns for your

Conversation

community. I’ve got a few questions to start us off, but we hope this will be a

(45 minutes)

time for some back and forth among you as you share your stories.

Ask one question at a time,

What do you most like about living here? Please share a story from your

allowing participants to pick

experience that will give us a clearer picture about what you like and

up threads and ask each

why.

other follow ups, making sure
everyone has a chance to

What most concerns you about life in this community these days?

respond. If you have time here

Share a story from your experience that will help us understand this

you might hone in on one or

concern a little better.

two topics or themes that rose
to the top of people’s list. You
might ask people to dig deeper
into these topics or ask each
other questions.
After a full round of responses
to either or both of the
above questions, you might
play an audio highlight
from a participant in a past
conversation. These highlights
will include two parts, first the
speaker’s response to “tell us a
story about your background”
and then also the snippet from

Now, I would like to bring in the voice of someone who participated in a

the conversation.

conversation in LVN recently. I want you to imagine that this person is in the
room with us and listen closely to their comments. I’ll then invite you to share
what comments and insights you gained from listening to these comments.

After playing highlight..

Would anyone like to share what insights, reactions or memories came
to mind from listening to this?

Here’s a question for more reflection: What do you hope is different about your
life here 5 years from now?
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Raising Your Voices

Now, we invite you to think about this conversation as a way for you to raise

(10 minutes)

your voice beyond this group.
What one thing would you want your local representatives to hear?
For our last question, we invite you to share what is one thing you heard today
that you’ll be taking away from this conversation and that you’d like other
people to hear?

Wrap-up

Those are all of the questions that we have for you. Do you have any questions

(5 minutes)

for us? What other things are coming up for you?
Just a reminder of what will happen with the thoughts you just shared. These
recordings will be transcribed, indexed and shared with journalists, public
officials, and participants in LVN. If you’d like to listen to some of the other

If someone doesn’t have an

conversations we’ve been having please be sure to leave your email on the

email address, try to get a

signup sheet.

phone number
We encourage you to spread the word about LVN. If you want to convene
another group of friends to participate, or know of others who want to
participate, please go to lvn.org.
Thank you so much for joining us and sharing your thoughts! I’ll be sticking
around for another 15 minutes or so if you have any additional questions about
LVN.

Stop Recording
Post-Meeting Greeting (15
min after posted meeting time)
Allow people to linger if they
wish and exit, knowing that
the formal conversation has
ended. Be clear that you can
stay for another few minutes
to help answer questions and
provide space for people to
continue connecting.
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KEY DATES

Host and Recruiter trainings

Sunday, December 9th 3:30-6:00pm, The Threshold (Hub); 2717 Atwood Ave
Monday, December 10th 12:30pm - 3:00pm, Lakeview Library (Table Side Meeting Room),
2845 N Sherman Ave
Tuesday, December 11th 6:00pm -8:30pm, Sequoya Library (Meeting Room A), 4340 Tokay Blvd

Monthly meetings

February 10th, 3:30-5pm, The Threshold (Hub), 2717 Atwood Ave
March 10th, 3:30pm - 5:00pm, The Threshold (Hub), 2717 Atwood Ave

Spring election primary
February 19th

LVN celebration

Sunday, March 31st, 3pm - 5pm, The Threshold (Hub), 2717 Atwood Ave

Spring general election
April 2nd

ABOUT CORTICO
A non-partisan non-profit organization in collaboration with MIT’s Lab for Social Machines, Cortico builds
systems that bring underheard community voices and perspectives back to the center of a healthier public
dialogue. We value authentic voices, diverse local perspectives, and safe spaces to encourage communities
to feel more heard, understood, valued, and connected.
Website: www.cortico.ai
Questions? Email us: hello@cortico.ai
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HOST CONDUCT POLICY
As a non-profit organization at the forefront of fostering a healthy public sphere, Cortico is committed to
upholding the highest legal, professional, and ethical standards.
We are powered by the community and we have a responsibility to be a good steward of our resources, to
uphold rigorous standards of conduct carefully observe all applicable laws and regulations, and adhere to the
highest standards of conduct and personal integrity within the workplace and in all Cortico-related activities.
Cortico will comply with all laws applicable to it in the locations in which it operates and expects Conversation
Corps members to act in accordance with the letter and spirit of all such laws; to refrain from any illegal, dishonest,
or unethical conduct; to avoid all real, potential, and apparent conflicts of interest; to act in a professional and
businesslike manner; and to treat others with respect. This conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adhering to all applicable laws, policies, and procedures;
Using Cortico’s equipment and resources in a lawful, ethical, and responsible manner;
Treating all colleagues, partners, and participants in a professional and courteous manner;
Complying with all safety and security laws, policies, and procedures;
Discussing with Cortico staff any unlawful, unethical, or suspicious conduct or any potential safety and/or
security breaches;
Discussing with Cortico staff any threatening or potentially violent behavior;
Performing assigned tasks to the best of your ability and in accordance with expectations.

Examples of prohibited conduct include, but are not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Violating, in any way, any applicable law or any other Cortico policy or procedure during the course of your
LVN-related activity;
Engaging in any form of discriminatory or harassing conduct, sexual or otherwise;
Engaging in or threatening acts of violence in online spaces or in person, including but not limited to fighting,
assaulting, or threatening an individual in connection with a LVN-related activity;
Falsifying or altering any record or report;
Stealing, destroying, defacing, or misusing Cortico property, including its communications systems;
Conducting LVN-related activities under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs;

The examples of conduct described above are only illustrative of mandatory and prohibited behavior and are
not intended to be an all-inclusive list.
In general, the use of good judgment based on compliance with the law and high ethical principles and
professionalism must guide Individuals with respect to the lines of acceptable conduct. Where an Individual
is unable to determine the proper course of conduct in a particular situation, or for questions or complaints
about the conduct of another individual or other individuals, please seek the advice of a Cortico staff member.
By working together, Individuals will ensure that Cortico lives up to this Code and to its promise to the public, its
donors, the people it serves, and its workforce.
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HANDBOOK & CONDUCT POLICY
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
I acknowledge that I have received, read, understood, and fully familiarized myself with the contents of
Conversation Corps Handbook, including all appendices and addenda.
I understand that the handbook is intended to set forth the policies, procedures, practices and conduct of
Conversation Corps members, to which I am subject while participating in LVN-related activities.
I also acknowledge and agree that neither this handbook nor anything contained in it creates a contract of
employment.
I further acknowledge that any or all of the policies, procedures, and practices set forth herein (including all
appendices and addenda) are subject to change at any time, at the discretion of Cortico, to the extent permitted
by, and in accordance with, applicable law.

Print Name: _________________________________________________________

Sign Name: _________________________________________________________

Date: _____________________
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